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WHO WEARE 
The Other Press has been Douglas College's student 
newspaper since 1976. Since 1978 we have been an 
autonomous publication, independent of the student 
union. We are a registered society under the Society Act 
of British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board 
of directors appointed by and from our staff. Our head 
office is located in the New Westminster campus. 
The Other Press is published weekly during the fall 
and winter semesters , and monthly during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student levy collected 
through tutition fees every semester at registration , and 
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Cody Klyne 
Editor in Chief 
T he other night I witnessed a connection. No, this isn't some sort of weird or pervy 
telescope-spied-on-my-neighbours-
bedroom-window sort of thing; it 
was a delicate something that was 
revealed to me over the course of my 
evening passively participating as an 
audience member. Perhaps it was the 
lingering ambiance, the weight of im-
plied romance, heavy in the air of The 
Vogue itself, but looking down from 
the back of the theatre, as the oddly 
eloquent Neil Gaiman and equally 
odd, wild child Amanda Palmer did 
what they do best as individuals, you 
couldn't help but notice that they 
were there together. Not there in the 
sense that "I bought tickets to see 
Neil Gaiman and Amanda Palmer 
in concert," there in the kind of way 
you're there when someone tells you 
they love you. Queue the bleeding 
heart tiny violin quartet. 
Perhaps I'm just a sap, or 
perhaps this is just the first red flag 
of male-menopause, but regardless 
of their performance-and what 
a performance it was-the largest 
take-away from that night was a 
refreshing reminder of the value of 
kinship, or what I will ham-fistedly 
refer to as "togetherness." While the 
situation that inspired this slip into 
emotional recoil- the kinship of a 
talented, witty, and painfully delight-
ful married man and woman-I'm 
not necessarily speaking of together-
ness in any sort of physically sexy or 
controversial way (though if that's 
what it takes to hold your attention, 
it's totally what I'm talking about). 
Yes they're married and yes, perhaps 
I'm putting too much stake in those 
lazy moments they shared together 
on stage away from microphones, but 
perception of what a relationship, of 
what togetherness is, is half of what 
makes it an interesting and, at least to 
J?e, thought-provoking aside. 
In our day-to-day lives we come 
in contact, connect with, and recog-
nize that an exchange has taken place 
(subconscious as it might be) with 
more people than ever before through 
more ways than ever before. Yes, I'm 
counting procrastination-fu.eled, hast-
ily-written, diarrheaesque comment 
wars on someone's Facebook page 
as "normal" human contact. Yes too 
to those late night drunk texts; hang 
your head in shame if you choose, but 
those count. With so many opportu-
nities to "connect," why then was I 
taken aback and, I'll say it, touched 
by the display seen two stories away 
from my too-old, dilapidated mess of 
a theatre seat? 
There's no real answer, or even a 
complete thought to be gleaned from 
this question. It's also not some high-
minded jab at how or why we choose 
to communicate the way we do. I use 
Face book and I text instead of talking 
face-to-face or even on the phone, it's 
where we've moved as a people. It's 
just food for thought that, if you've 
ever caught yourself saying "awh" at 
an elderly couple at the park-that 
sounds creepy, but I'm going with 
it-or thinking about an old friend 
and wondering what they're up to, 
should be a familiar sort of sentiment. 
Later days, 
CodyKlyne 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press 
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Despite pilot shortage, few students choosing aviation 
Over 97 ~000 pilots will be needed In Canada and the U.S. over the next decade 
By Arshy Mann - CUP Western 
Bureau Chief 
VANCOUVER (CUP) - With 
unemployment for young people at 
Canada at record highs, there's at least 
one field that is in dire need of new 
entrants: aviation. 
With baby-boomers retiring en 
masse and increased demand from the 
developing world, over 97,000 pilots 
will be needed in Canada and the 
United States alone over the next two 
decade. 
Despite the need, Marion Harris, 
the student services coordinator at 
Coastal Pacific Aviation, which works 
with the University of the Fraser 
Valley to offer a bachelor's of business 
administration (BBA) in aviation, said 
that the number of students training to 
hit the skies is actually dropping. 
UFV's BBA in aviation is one of 
a handful of programs in Canada that 
allow students to gain a commercial 
pilot's license concurrently with a 
bachelor's degree. 
"We're certainly not running at 
capacity by any stretch," she said, 
adding that they currently have 55 
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students enrolled in the program. "We 
could take on again as many students as 
we have right now ... But again, there 
[are] big things holding students back." 
The biggest of which is money -
UFV's four-year aviation degree costs 
approximately $95,000. 
"It's such a big financial 
commitment and we are in the firm 
belief that it has become more difficult 
for people. There's probably a lot of 
people out there who would really 
be good at something like this ... but 
sometimes the financial end of things is 
just too big," she said. 
"Yet you've got companies like Air 
Canada retiring a large group of people. 
You've got countries like China and 
India that have huge demand to the tune 
of 2,500 pilots a year. You've got to 
create those people from somewhere." 
Harris said that student loans in 
British Columbia cover less than half of 
the costs for the program. 
"The government isn't keeping up 
as far as we're concerned with what 
student l<;>ans would be required to do 
a program like this," she said. "There 
isn't enough money for them to do this." 
Despite the glut of available 
jobs, once students do get their pilots 
licenses, they still have to pay their 
dues. 
Most go on to either fly small 
planes in Northern Canada or work as 
instructors at flight schools. 
Dave Field, a recent graduate of 
the program, said that the situation can 
be tough for young pilots. 
"You have these huge costs [for] 
getting the licenses and once you do get 
[them] you typically don't make very 
much money as an instructor or even as 
a pilot for a small carrier." 
Field, who paid for his education 
through a combination of familial 
support, surnrner jobs and loans, said 
that the goal of most new pilots is to 
build up flight hour. 
"As a pilot right out of flight 
school working your way up to that 
bigger and better job, hours are really 
the currency. A lot of airlines have 
hour-minimum requirements to get a 
job," he said. 
And, according to Field, some 
companies are willing to take 
advantage of that fact. 
"A lot of skydiving operations don't 
pay their pilots anything. [They] fly for 
free because they want a position where 
they can be building time, which, for 
me, I don't agree with." 
Despite the difficulties, Harris said 
that aviation continues to be a lucrative 
career. 
"There's a lot of first officers out 
there making $100,000 to $120,000. 
And there's a lot of captains out there 
making the high $100,000s to $200,000. 
But that's not coming when you're 20 
or 30 years old - that's coming when 
you're in your 40s or early 50s when 
you're making that kind of money." 
,She maintains, however, that people 
shouldn't choose aviation for the money. 
"There has to be a passion. It's not 
something that you found last week, 
I don't believe," she said. "I think it's 
something that someone had in them 
probably since childhood." 
And Field, who said that he has 
wanted to be a pilot for as long as he can 
remember, agrees. 
"You have to be passionate about 
flying and aviation to do this, because 
it's a huge sacrifice." 
Creating positive social change: 
Douglas College Dialogue Club 
By Maria Asselln-Roy, 
News Editor 
On Wednesday, November 9 at the David Lam campus, the new Douglas College Dialogue 
Club is hosting a CoquitlamAll-
Candidates Dialogue Forum. President 
of Douglas College, Scott McAlpine, 
will do an opening welcome for the 
discussion. 
The All Candidates Forum will use 
the World Cafe Model, which allows 
students and community members 
to break into groups and explore 
different ways to achieve sustainable 
development. Various themes like 
natural assets, complete and compact 
communities, housing opportunities, 
transportation, land use development, 
healthy and engaging communities, 
bike lanes, and art will be discussed 
in relation to sustainability. Each 
"dialogue table" will be themed and 
participants will be able to begin at 
one table and shift to another over the 
course of the evening. All questions 
that will be discussed at this forum and 
future forums are important for the 
future of living sustainably, and getting 
students and community members to 
engage in political topics ultimately 
promoting an actively involved society. 
It is emphasized that the importance 
of youth and community activism is 
necessary in promoting both political 
and social change. 
· SiobhanAshe, Sociology professor 
at both Douglas College and Simon 
Fraser University, created the Douglas 
College Dialogue Club this semester 
to raise awareness and discussion of 
local issues-with a strong emphasis on 
getting young people involved. 
The aim of the Dialogue Club is 
"to engage members of the Douglas 
'Tis the season: Why you should get a flu shot· 
By Maria Asselin-Roy, 
News Editor 
has recommended that this year's 
Northern Hemisphere seasonal vaccine 
contains (and thus aims to protect 
against) the following three viruses: 
A/California/7/2009 H1N1 virus,A/ 
Perth/16/2009 H3N2 virus, and B/ 
Brisbane/60/2008 virus. 
Since it is only the beginning of the 
flu season, it's best to get your flu shot 
now-as outbreak can start as early 
as October. The WHO recommends 
that the best way to prevent against 
the virus is for everyone older than six 
months to get the shot. In terms of its 
effectiveness, the shot allows those 
oe"(Jfreii\iii~;di;;t;ihl;_Iiw~h~olllhRartve~g~ott~e~n~the vaccine to have an 
a,i imm the virus. In addition 
from year to year. The time, length, 
and severity of the annual flu varies. In 
addition, the actual flu virus that causes 
the most outbreak changes. While many 
flu viruses go around each year, the 
vaccine that is selected for prevention 
of the flu only targets the major flu 
viruses that are spreading throughout 
the population. 
According to Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) 
to getting the annual flu shot, WHO 
recommends that try to stay away from 
sick people and regularly wash your 
bands. 
If you do get sick, you can try 
using antiviral drugs to treat flu illness. 
Keep in mind that if you are sick this 
season to stay home from school and 
work to prevent spreading of germs. 
If you are looking to protect · 
yourself from the flu virus this year, 
there are a number of clinics you can 
go to near both campuses. The New 
Westminster Public Health Unit has 
an annual influenza program offers flu 
vaccinations and is located at 218-610 
Sixth Street. Right beside David Lam, 
Coquitlam Centre Mall offers walk 
in medical clinics for immunization 
and flu vaccines. For more locations 
on where to get a flu shot, visit www. 
health.gov.bc.ca/flu 
College community in important issues 
using dialogue techniques,'' says Ashe. 
The club will focus on issues like 
sustainability and the low rate of youth 
voters. Sustainability is a crucial issue 
for discussion, as landfills are filling up 
more and more each year and simply 
recycling is not enough-but there 
needs to be a new model in sustaining 
our environment while keeping up with 
the economic trends. When it comes to 
understanding the causes behind low 
rates of youth voters, Ashe suggests 
that, while it's difficult to reflect the 
reality of all young people that "the 
top reasons that [she has] heard (based 
on asking ... students) is that they don't 
know what the issues are, and therefore 
feel too ignorant to vote. They also 
aren't aware of the role of municipal 
government. Another factor is that they 
do not care." 
Dialogue Forum will be held on 
Wednesday, November 9 in room C1008 
from 6:30p.m. to 9:30p.m. If you are 
interested in attending the forum or · 
joining the club, or just want to learn 
more, contact the club's president, 
Azzaria Bramer at azzariabramer@ 
gmail.com or Vice President Nancy Ray 
at nanciray@gmail.com. 
Study in the sun: Take a summer semester 
at the University of_ California, Berkeley 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
Are the dreary clouds of Vancouver getting you down? Did the three weeks of summer 
we had this year just not make the cut? 
Well, this summer, instead of hanging 
out here and getting rained on, head 
across the border to California and 
take your classes at ~he University of 
California, Berkeley campus. 
On Thursday, November 3, 
Anthony Yuen from the Outreach, 
Communication & Marketing 
department of the University. of 
California, Berkeley, hosted an 
information session at Douglas College 
for students interested in taking 
summer courses in California. Yuen's 
information session provided details on 
spending the summer studying at UC 
Berkeley (for example, students can 
live in residential halls, international 
halls, or private houses) as well as 
describing the history of the school (it 
was chartered in 1868; the Berkeley 
campus was the first of the now 10-
campus school). 
UC Berkeley offers over 600 
classes for summer students-
often in areas related to Douglas 
College programs. For example, 
students currently taking classes in 
Anthropology, Math, Music, Sociology, 
Biology, or Performing Arts might find 
appropriate classes at the Berkeley 
campus. 
. If spending the whole summer 
away from Van City doesn't appeal, 
UC Berkeley offers classes in a variety 
of lengths. There are five different 
sessions available to choose from, 
ranging from three to 12 weeks in . 
length. The first summer session at UC 
Berkeley begins on May 21, 2012. 
The application process for the 
classes begins in February, with 
Douglas College students having 
priority registration beginning on 
February 6. Douglas studen.ts wishing 
to attend must be in "good" academic 
standing-with a minimum of a 2.0 
GPA. The e~timated fees for taking a 
six-week session at the Univers.ity are 
approximately $5,236 USD. 
For more information on 
registering for classes at Berkeley this 
summer, contact Gail Johnson in the 
International Office (room 2800, New 
.West campus) by email (johnsong@ 
douglascollege.ca) or phone (604-527-
5412). 
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o·ancing away my younger days 
A fantastic Douglas College production of 'Dancing at Lughnasa' 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
A s the theatre dimmed over the audience, a single light shone down on the set. Our stars 
stood silently in place, while Michael 
Mundy (Joshua Martin) stepped into 
the light, reminiscing over one faithful 
summer in Ireland, 1936. Things 
seemed much simpler to Michael, who 
was then only seven, but as he-and 
the audience-learn over time, the lives 
of the five Mundy sisters were anything 
but. 
In Dancing at Lughnasa , La 
Lughnasa-an annual festival-is 
taking place once again. As the Mundy 
returned from a missionary retreat 
in Africa, consistently obsesses over 
their ceremonies and rituals, l:).aving 
since left his Christian beliefs behind. 
Putting further stress on the family is 
the women's understanding that both 
work and men are equally hard to come 
by-even with the return of Michael's 
father (through Chris), Gerry Evans 
(Jake Gillespie), who has not been seen 
in over a year. Over the course of that 
"Over the course of that particular summer, difficult truths and 
circumstances are placed upon these poor five women, some of . 
whom pull through, and some of whom do not." 
Stratum verbatim 
sisters-Chris (Emily Zaporozan), 
Rose (Shawnali Ogle) , Kate (Larissa 
Sampson), Agnes (Alexa Carriere) and 
Maggie (Claire Pollock)- now in their 
rnid-20s to late-30s, go about their daily 
routines, they recall how much fun they 
used to have at La Lughnasa. When 
their wireless set manages to work, 
the women excitedly frolic around, 
as they would have back in the day. 
However, Kate puts it upon herself to 
keep the family together in a traditional 
state-something tested by her 
sisters' girlish antics, and Father Jack 
(Joshua Milad), with whom they are 
staying. Father Jack, who has recently 
An interview with artist Teressa L. Bernard 
By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery is currently home to, from now until December 16, the Stratum 
Art Gallery. The Gallery features the 
acrylic and watercolour works of 
Teressa L. Bernard, along with a set 
of sculpted pieces by Nancy Brignall. 
The opening reception took place on 
Thursday, November 3 and was met 
with enthusiastic pondering of the 
works displayed, sips of red wine, and 
soft piano music providing a backdrop 
to the late afternoon opening reception. 
I had a chance to chat with Teressa 
regarding herself and the works on 
display. 
Of the works featured in the gallery 
here, did you have a particular 
favourite? 
I do. I like "Strata," the 
centrepiece, the larger one. I like that 
I had a concept and it evolvt(d exactly 
as I wanted it to. It wasn't a chore. 
Painting can be a chore. 
How long, on average, does it 
usually take to finish a work of that 
magnitude? 
That one took me two days 
of labour, and many hours of · 
contemplation. I've been doing some 
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work on my computer, as far as 
digital artwork and so manipulating 
photographs, drawings, and things that 
I've already done and corning up with 
new concepts. The paintings don't turn 
out exactly like the digital art, but it's 
inspirational to me to do something and 
be inspired by it. So it has the hours of 
work I put in on the digital component 
and the actual labour of it corning 
together, and it carne together in a way 
that made me happy. 
So it's a joint process? You use the 
digital to imagine? 
I have in some of my new acrylic 
large paintings and one small one: 
the little "Blue Tulip" over there was 
a digital image that I created. Then 
I painted it; I made a painting of it. 
Once again, I made six different digital 
images based on those shapes with the 
different colours and everything and 
I chose that one to follow and still it 
doesn't look like the digital image. If 
it did, I'd be unhappy! Every time I 
create something it turns out different. 
Different from the canvas in your 
mind? 
Yes, yes, exactly. 
- How did the gallery here come about? 
I heard through a friend. She's 
particular summer, difficult truths and 
circumstances are placed upon these 
poor five women, some of whom pull 
through, and some of whom do not. 
Right away, the sheer effort 
put into this play can be seen in the 
set alone. The cast-with the aid of 
interchanging lights-moves and, of 
course, dances from their cozy kitchen 
to the yard outside. The Mundy sisters 
are portrayed exceptionally by their 
respective actresses . Each of these 
young women brings something 
special to the table, whether they' re 
enthusiastically breaking out into 
song and dance (with or without their 
sitting behind you (laughs). They had a 
call-out for artists to show in a gallery, 
then I had to put a portfolio together 
and a proposal of what the show might 
be like, and I carne to them and they 
selected me! It was very exciting! 
And you're an art instructor 
yourself? 
Yes I am. I teach classes in the 
Lower Mainland and all over BC, 
and workshops too. I have a website 
so I usually get the contacts for the 
workshop through [there] . They see my 
work and like it well enough to start 
a conversation with me about corning 
up. I've been to many places, like 
Fort St. John, Quesnel, Prince Rupert, 
Kamloops, Nanaimo, Salt Spring 
Island-I've just bee.n everywhere, 
like all over! Other places as well, but 
mostly .in BC. 
Do you have a favourite acrylic piece 
that you've done over your career? 
No, I don't. I get a favourite, then 1 
move on to another favourite! 
How do you feel about the general 
state of arts in the city at the 
moment? 
I'm a little bit ambiguous. I just 
carne back from New York; I went on 
a gallery trip in January and it really 
wireless radio) or have come to a 
crippling realization. 
As for the men, Milad and 
Gillespie are fantastic, as Father Jack 
and Gerry are secured as opposites; 
Father Jack is a lovable elder, cane and 
all, who is frankly dying of malaria 
when we meet him, and Gerry, whose 
intent remains somewhat unclear 
throughout, leaps, sways and shimmies 
every chance he gets . Then there is 
Michael , who provides commentary 
throughout the play, appearing as both 
the now mature narrator, having since 
escaped his dreary life, and as the 
clever boy he once was (in spirit) . 
All in all, an excellent presentation 
was put on by these Douglas College 
Theatre and Stagecraft students. 
Dancing at Lughnasa will continue 
playing throughout this week, and I 
highly recommend to go check it out. 
What: Dancing at Lughnasa (presented 
by the Theatre and Stagecraft 
Departments) 
Where: Douglas College, New West 
carnpus,Rm. 4140 
When: November 4-12 @ 7:30 
p.m. (Noon and 2 p.m. matinees on 
respective dates) 
Cost: Students, Seniors and Matinees-
$8; GeneralAdrnission-$12 
opened my eyes to the variety of art 
that we don't have. Not that it's not 
here, but people don't accept it like 
they would over there. In my art, when 
I did a lot of these pieces, I knew that 
it would appeal to the masses, but it's 
where my heart is so I wanted to just 
display something nice! 
You can find the piece of the 
gallery's namesake, "Strata," up on the 
fourth floor of the New Westminster 
campus, along with the rest of Teressa 
and Nancy's work, until December 16. 
This is bleh country 
Too weird to adapt, or too lazy to try? 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
M any great or even mediocre books have been successfully adapted into fantastic films. 
Some authors have received the 
treatment multiple times, but alas, one 
author's works have been repeatedly 
scathed in the transition. Whether it's 
an inability to recreate his chaotic 
visions or simply too many producers 
missing the bloody point, HunterS. 
Thompson's (1937-2005) works have 
somehow been unable to get a faithful 
film adaptation. 
To be fair, of Where the Buffalo 
Roam (1980), Fear and Loathing in 
Las Vegas (1998) and The Rum Diary 
(2011), I've only seen the latter two. 
However, from what I've heard, Where 
the Buffalo Roam was a complete 
disaster, even with Bill Murray as 
Thompson. Considering all the work 
that's gone into honouring Thompson 
in those films (he sat through two of 
them, after all), it seems it's always 
been the director to blame. 
With Where the Buffalo Roam, it 
was probably the fact that producer Art 
Linson had never directed anything 
before (his only other directional credit 
is for a 1984 sequel to Fast Times 
at Ridgemont High ... eugh). Fear 
and Loathing on the other hand has 
always been mixed; on its own, it's 
not considered anything great, but the 
film maintains a huge cult following 
(of which I am a part of). After Martin 
Scorsese and Oliver Stone were unable 
to adapt the book, Terry Gilliam 
swooped in and ... hasn't made anything 
particularly great since. But for those 
willing to get on board, Fear and 
Loathing's a fun ride; if anything, the 
film's cast was the highlight, especially 
Johnny Depp's portrayal of Thompson. 
Everyone loves Johnny as Hunter- I 
mean, Raoul Duke ... maybe a little too 
much. 
Here is where we get into The Rum 
Diary, which saw a wide release last 
weekend. Depp once again portrays 
Raoul-1 mean, Paul Kemp-in this 
adaptation of a 1960s novel that went 
unpublished until1998 .. : first bad 
sign. Something else to keep in mind 
is that Thompson wrote the bulk of 
it based on himself at the time, in his 
early twenties-Depp is pushing fifty. 
Finally, Withnail and I (1986) director 
Bruce Robinson, who also holds the· 
sole writing credit for The Rum Diary 
(I thought this was an adaptation ... ), 
hasn't directed a film in 19 years. To 
put it simply, despite a glimmer of hope 
partway through, the film is bookended 
by a go-nowhere plot and a mixed cast, 
some of whom can carry their own 
and others who desperately needed a 
director on set. And don't even get me 
started on the writing. 
Perhaps with time, a respectable 
and faithful adaptation will be made 
of at least one of Thompson's works. 
Animator Ralph Bakshi (1972's Fritz 
the Cat and 1978's animated The Lord 
of the Rings) argued that Fear and 
Loathing would've made an excellent 
animated film were it to follow 
longtime Thompson collaborator Ralph 
Steadman's drawings. At the time it 
wasn't going to happen largely because 
animated films weren't a respected 
medium. Nowadays, who knows: 
handled right, it'd certainly be well 
worth the wait. 
TH1 RT3EN's on sale ... and I'm buying! 
Megadeth is my business 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
/ 
Last Tuesday, Megadeth released TH1RT3EN, their 13-track, thirteenth album ... oh wait, it's 
six you're supposed to say three times. 
Seriously though, this is probably one 
ofMegadeth's best albums to date. 
Despite their many lineup changes and 
the occasional experiment, the group's 
maintained a solid, fantastically-angry 
sound almost 30 years later. 
Thirteen, as I will stylize it 
from hereon out, has an interesting 
background. Rather than writing 
thirteen completely new tracks for 
the album, Thirteen instead features 
several updated versions of previously 
recorded songs, songs written for video 
game soundtracks and, of course, a 
decent amount of new material . While 
this can appear to be a random array 
to offer. "Public Enemy" maintains 
the same brute albeit modem force the 
group brought on Endgame (2009), 
and "Whose Life" is just classic, hate-
filled Dave-in a progressive way. 
"Wrecker" works in the same way 
"Whose Life" does, only this is clearly 
a raging post-breakup song, a welcome 
change from 2009's "The Hardest Part 
of Letting Go ... Sealed With a Kiss" 
decent song, awful title, thank god it's 
2011. The slowest track, "13," which 
closes the album, is another one of 
Dave's that lyrically summarizes where 
.the band's gone at this point; this is 
one that will either go down as one of 
Megadeth's better or lesser songs-
personally, I'm tom. 
As for the updates, "Black Swan," 
(one of my favourite Megadeth songs) 
which was originally intended as a 
bonus track for Youthanasia (1994) 
and later released as a pre-order bonus 
on United Abominations (2007), has 
been given a rougher makeover. At 
"As for new material, the first two singles "Public Enemy No.1" and 
"Whose Life (Is It Anyways?)" are easily some of the best the album 
has to offer." 
of bonus tracks and songs better fitted 
elsewhere, it all fits together beautifully 
in the end. 
The first track, "Sudden Death," 
kick starts the album with a straight 
minute of Dave Mqstaine's delicious 
shredding. It was initially written for 
the 2010 game Guitar Hero: Warriors 
of Rock, which is something you can 
hear almost instantly, but it's still 
Megadeth through and through. The 
same goes for "Never Dead," written 
for the soon to be released game of 
the same name (which also features 
a soundtrack composed entirely by 
Megadeth); it's a nonstop five minutes 
of darkness and insanity and it's so 
awesome. 
As for new material, the first two 
singles "Public Enemy No. 1" and 
"Whose Life (Is ltAnyways?)"'are 
easily some of the best the album has 
first I wasn't crazy about it, but this 
revamp suits the album far better than 
the original; the overall change was 
necessary, and I really can't complain 
about the added guitar (doing so would 
be blasphemy). Another revamp, "New 
World Order," which was written back 
in 1991 and has seen many demos since 
(one for the Duke Nukem soundtrack), 
has finally been given a version worthy 
enough to be considered complete. 
Thirteen is a solid effort all around. 
With founding member and bassist 
David Ellefson returning from nearly 
a 10 year absence, Shawn Drover 
providing an incredible performance 
on drums the whole way through, 
and Chris Broderick and Dave simply 
kicking all forms of ass on guitar, along 
with some of Dave's best vocal work, 
Thirteen belongs on the shelves of any 
fan of Megadeth or metal otherwise. 
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By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
With Dancing at Lughnasa wrapping up this week, the next production on the 
Douglas College bill is Vancouver 
playwright Sally Clark's Jehanne of 
the Witches. Jehanne, which premieres 
. this Saturday, is directed by Thrasso 
Petras, who returns from directing 
Twelfth Night earlier this year. Thrasso 
took time between rehearsals last week 
to talk with us about the upcoming 
performance. 
Were you familiar with Sally Clark 
going into this? 
Sally Clark is somebody I've 
admired for a long, long time. When 
I was in acting school, one of her 
most famous plays, Moo, was making 
the rounds, and ever since then I've 
really loved her work. So when the 
opportunity presented itself to work on 
one of her pieces, I didn't even read it 
right away; any Sally Clark, I'll do it. 
Her writing appears simple at 
first-it's really accessible-and at 
the same time there's just tons of 
information layered within. It's kind 
of like a blend between Shakespeare 
and The West Wing: it's contemporary, 
it's clever, it's fast, but you keep 
discovering more and more [as] you 
work on it; it's very challenging to do. 
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What particularly is}ehanne of the 
Witches about? 
Jehanne is basically the story 
of Joan of Arc, but it's told from the 
perspective of Gill~s de Rais, one of 
her closest companions. After she died, 
he became very obsessed with her-he 
wanted her power: to figure out what the 
secret was [to] hearing these voices-
[something] he was never able to [do]. 
[Gilles is] a very complex character; 
he was an alleged serial killer, he was 
gay, he was sleeping with children-he 
doesn't make a good sidekick for a 
saint. [ButT in 1992, [Gilles'] case was 
re-opened in France, and the court found 
that th~re was no evidence to actually 
prove he killed any children, and that he 
was probably the victim of a conspiracy. 
He'd spent the majority of his money 
putting on this play about [Joan] after 
she died, and it was an enormous play 
with hundreds of extras and everyone 
had a new costume every day-he was 
really bleeding money. So his enemies 
wanted to staunch the flow, because 
ultimately that money could be going 
towards the king or the state or whatever 
they [wanted] to fund: that might've 
been something behind the conspiracy. 
If you look at [a lot] of the movies 
and.plays about Joan, [sometimes] he's 
a very minor character; sometimes he's 
just not there at all. [Jehanne of the 
Witches] basically puts him in the centre 
of [everything, which] makes [Joan] a 
real person [instead of just] a 'saint.' 
Saint stories are usually very black 
and white, because it's all about the 
message that the church is putting out 
in terms of what they want you to take 
from this person's life. In this play you 
get to choose what to take, and because 
we're depic1i!1g real people, there are 
going to be things that you associate 
with and [in turn] things you're repulsed 
by. It takes these people and gives 
them real relationships, [instead of] just 
[presumptions] . 
Why Jehanne of the Witches? 
Mostly because of Sally Clark, I 
literally just said, "I'll do it," and then 
read it after. [But it's] also about the 
symbolism of a saint: I like this idea of 
looking behind the mask. What [Gilles] 
symbolizes [is] a monster- [but] no 
one is black and white in that way. 
Ultimately I think when breaking down 
a play, you're looking for the universal 
aspects that [people] can connect 
to, {whether it's] the ugly things in 
monsters we don't like admitting [or] 
the things in saints that we want to 
aspire to and might never reach. It's 
looking behind what the symbol is. 
Considering the play's subject matter, · 
how have the actors taken to it? 
Pretty good, we have a variety of 
backgrounds in the cast, so everyone 
comes to it with their own perspective. 
Some of them have some form of faith 
or religion and others not so much. Like 
any good play [though], it's about this 
idea of really specific relationships, and 
that's what is always complex: breaking 
that down and thinking about it-what 
[does] 'best friend' mean to you? [As 
for myself,] I feel , as I've gotten older, 
I'm more apt to analyze what my 
relationships are with people, so I'm 
already stepping into the situation with 
a critical mind about relationships . 
What calf we expect to take out of 
this rendition then? 
Whether I'm acting or directing, I 
always want people to walk away from 
plays asking questions. With [Jehanne 
of the Witches], if you are Catholic or 
you know the history, whether you want 
to call it miraculous or not, it happened. 
So [we want the] people [going] into it 
[who] might already know the story to 
[leave] with [a new] perspective [and 
appreciation] of history. 
I don't want to feed people all the 
answers; the minute you start feeding 
people information, they just shut 
<;!own. If you can [find] the balance 
[between] giving clear information and 
raising questions, then [the audience · 
is] going to be watching something 
engaging. 
What: Jehanne of the Witches 
Where: Douglas College, New West 
campus, Laura C . Muir Theatre 
When: November 12-19 @ 7:30 
p.m. (Noon and 2 p.m. matinees on 
respective dates) 
Cost: Students, Seniors and Matinees-
$8; GeneralAdmission-$12 
Babe on a Budget: So many sad endings 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
I t seems fitting that the last week of my reign as Life & Style editor was the same week I cracked my 
clothing cleanse. Yes, it happened; three 
months and two days into my cleanse, 
I was tempted by a pair of silk harem 
pants with zippered pockets and a 
drawstring waist. 
"Seriously, Steph? What's wrong 
with you?" you may ask, as I hated 
harem pants up until last week. Well, 
I'll admit it, I was tempted by a half off 
sticker that claimed the pants were a 
bedazzling $14.99! In my own defense , 
a colleague of mine has been sporting 
these style-savvy sweats for a few 
months now-and as swim instructors, 
we prefer clothing that is baggy and 
warm to go over our chlorine-soaked 
skin (prior to my extravagant purchase 
of silky harem pants, I was tucking 
myself into a friend's baggy pair of 
field hockey sweats that dragged on the 
ground in the rain). Nobody likes to 
wear wet clothes, which is why these 
MC Hammer-style sweats are preferred, 
as they are baggy on top and taper to 
tighten around the ankle to prevent such 
occurrences. 
Rather than dwell on my weakened 
willpower (and feel guilty every time 
I put on the pants), I decided not to 
punish myselftoo much, and added 
two long sleeve shirts to the pile. It is 
winter, right? If I was going to nitpick 
wet pant cuffs, I figured I should 
probably have a few extra long sleeve 
shirts to prevent getting sick too. This 
shopaholic logic then led me to my 
current boot and scarf situation, which 
then had me thinking I needed to go on 
a clothing cleanse again. 
That's where I am now: cleansing 
and detoxifying myself (again) of all 
superficial purchases. I was originally 
going to lie and tell everyone a friend 
bought me the pants, but like any addict 
I realize the first step to recovery is 
admitting you have a problem. Which 
is why I am coming clean instead of 
wallowing in denial. 
In any case, since I am planning 
on being cozy and warm for the next 
few months, I've decided to share a 
few tasty drinks with my fellow readers 
that will have you warmed up from the 
inside-out. Starbucks recently released 
their infamous Christmas collection 
of peppermint drinks and ginger-spice 
delights, but rather than indulge in too 
much sugary goodness (and spend $5 
a latte), try ordering anAmericano and 
adding your favourite special syrup. A 
White Mocha Americano consists of 
Starbucks signature White Mocha syrup 
in espresso; add a little bit of milk or 
cream to cool it down and for only 
$3.75 it's just as delicious as the pricier 
Christmas-themed lattes. 
Another warm beverage to try 
that's easy to make at home is a 
caramel apple spice . Simply heat up 
apple juice and add caramel syrup and 
cinnamon, with a little bit of whipping 
cream on top. For an extra bit of spice, 
you can add a shot of whisky. Sortilege 
makes a smooth Canadian whisky 
with undertones of maple syrup and 
caramel-which makes it the perfect 
addition to this winter beverage as it 
brings out the tart flavors. If you're 
planning on throwing or attending 
Christmas parties this year, this bold 
bevvy finds the perfect balance between 
slightly tipsy and too toasted. Nobody 
wants to be the person labelled "drunk" 
at the work Christmas party. 
lffe and StY~e 
Five ways to beat the fall blues 
By Naomi Ambrose 
Uh oh, fellow Dougie students-autumn is back! This means that raindrops are back again to 
fall on your head! Whether it's a light 
drizzle or heavy like a monsoon, the 
rain often puts us in crappy mood. So, 
if you want to beat the autumn blues, 
I'll present you with my top five picks 
to survive the gloomy November days . 
Exercise regularly. Yes, yes 
I know that some of you might 
say, "Exercise? Yuck!" However, 
researchers from the Mayo Clinic 
suggest that "physical activity 
stimulates various brain chemicals 
that may leave you feeling happier and 
more relaxed." This physical activity 
doesn't necessarily involve intense 
45-minute cardio workout sessions or 
running fast like Usain Bolt. Instead, 
you can do what I do- walk briskly 
for 30 minutes at least three times per 
week. Or, if you don't have 30 minutes, 
you can walk around the campus for 
seven or eight minutes when you don't 
have class. You might just discover a 
secret stairway that you never knew 
existed on the campus! 
Get some sleep. I know that, as 
college students, we have all stayed up 
all night to do an assignment. However, 
most of us tend to get cranky when we 
don't get enough sleep. So try to sleep 
around the same time every night for 
at least seven hours. Getting enough 
sleep will help to improve your mood 
and you will become re-energized and 
revitalized. 
Take a nice warm shower. I know 
some of you might say, "seriously 
Naomi, should this even be on your list?" 
And I'll answer, "Yes, it should!" 
Sometimes, we may feel too tired, 
too lazy, or too busy to take a shower, 
especially when we have to rush out 
of the house in the morning or come 
home late after a long day at school. 
However, taking a warm shower for 
five to 10 minutes relaxes your muscles 
and ultimately relaxes your mind. So 
turn on that faucet and enjoy some 
singing in the shower! 
Watch sitcoms. We've all heard 
the saying that "laughter is good for the 
soul ." Well you' ll surely be laughing 
all the way to the end of the semester 
by watching a 30-minute sitcom. Dr. 
William Pry of Stanford University, 
who is also one of the pioneers in 
laughter research, states that "when we 
laugh, our bodies release hormones and 
chemicals that have positive effects on 
our system. Laughing [also] raises your 
mood; joyfulness through laughter is 
the fastest way to create a positive state 
of mind." So if you watch some of my 
favourite sitcoms like Modern Family, 
Will and Grace, Frasier, or Seinfeld, 
you'll surely forget about the rain and 
laugh it out. 
Wear bright clothing. 'fhe sun 
has officially gone into hiding, so 
we need to bring our own sunshine 
back to our rainy neck of the woods . 
What better way to do this than by 
"colourizing" your wardrobe! Instead 
of reaching for your black or navy blue 
sweater, grab an olive green or fuchsia 
sweater. You'd be surprised to know 
how a simple change of clothing can 
improve your mood! 
By following th~se five suggestions, 
you' ll be dancing and singing in the 
rain-all the way to campus! 
91QM 
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By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
T he general idea most people have when considering exercise is that cardiovascular exercises 
burn more calories than weight 
training. This then has most people 
thinking that a 20-minute run will burn 
more calories than lifting weights . 
While this concept is somewhat true, as 
a 20-minute cardio workout will burn 
more fat calories during the workout, 
weightlifting exercises will burn fat 
calories continuously even after your 
workout is over. Weightlifting is ideal 
not only to burn better, but it also 
improves the strength of connective 
tissues and bones as well as muscles. 
In order to burn more calories 
continuously-especially when you 
are studying-you need to build up 
muscle mass to create a higher muscle 
metabolism. Muscle mass is increased 
by the continuous repetition of weight 
training exercises, so lifting weights 
10 
and other weight bearing techniques 
are the ideal way to increase your 
overall muscle metabolism. In addition 
to sculpting your body and building 
muscle, weight training increases your 
overall metabolism so your body is 
burning fat calories all the time. The 
of each exercise will depend on how 
much time you have; one set a day 
of a few different exercises is just as 
beneficial as three to five sets a day 
of the same exercise, it all depends 
on what your goals are. The amount 
of repetitions you perform within 
"The number of sets you perform of each exercise will depend on 
how much time you have; one set a day of a few different exercises is 
just as beneficial as three to five sets a day of the same exercise, it all 
depends on what your goals are." 
American Council on Exercise claims 
that one pound of muscle will burn 
roughly six extra calories a day even 
when resting, however, this number is 
not ideal as it does not take age, weight, 
gender, lifestyle, and fitness level into 
consideration. 
Much like cardiovascular 
exercises, trying to include weight 
training into your daily routine three 
to four days a week is the best place to 
start. The number of sets you perform 
each set is where you need to be 
careful; depending on the body part 
and exercise, typically 12 to 15 reps 
is a good starting point for beginners. 
Once you become comfortable with the 
exercise, you can increase the reps or 
sets as you want. 
Weight training increases the 
resistance on muscles, which helps 
strengthen and tone parts of the body as 
the muscle tissues are repeatedly tom 
apart during the activity. Because of 
continuous stress on the muscle, a long 
recovery period is necessary so that the 
muscles have an adequate amount of 
rest in-between exercises . The longer 
rest periods after exercise will enable 
an increase in weight or endurance of 
the activity. For example, if your goal 
is to increase upper body strength, try 
alternating: Day 1 focus on biceps and 
triceps, and Day 2 focus on shoulders 
and back. 
Especially when weight training, 
it is important to recognize your 
goal before you begin your training 
techniques. For a longer, leaner look 
(which most girls usually opt for), less 
weight and more repetitions is the way 
to achieve a strong and toned-looking · 
bod. For guys who wish to sport a more 
buff bod with bigger biceps, increase 
the weight and use shorter repetitions. 
It's this very reason you see Lululemon 
clad damsels frantically whipping 
three-pound weights up and down, 
while guys are huffing and puffing over 
the bench press. 
I 
/ 
I personally hate lifting weights 
and doing any weight training exercises 
that involve going to the gym and 
· g machines or dumbbells, mostly 
) 
use I can't be bothered to sign up 
or gym membership, but mainly 
ca e I don't enjoy the scenery. 
Eve ough Douglas College in New 
"---est has an awesome gym available for 
students, it is nice to be able to exercise 
at home, and there are many benefits 
to working without free weights and 
weight machines. For one, it is cheaper 
(as you do not need to purchase 
anything or try to get anywhere), and 
your body increases strength naturally 
as it works to support your entire frame 
instead of isolating one muscle group 
at a time. 
A few great floor exercises that I 
try to include in my workout regime 
a few times a week help to strengthen 
the triceps, biceps, and abdominal 
muscle groups. I generally like to 
focus on exercises for the triceps, as 
it is a muscle group that doesn't get 
much of a workout during your daily 
routine. Whenever you lift something 
or push against something, your bicep 
muscles are engaged. Triceps are 
located directly under your biceps on 
your upper arm, and there are a ton of 
exercises that include triceps work to 
ensure your arms are toned and strong. 
If you' re a beginner, try doing one set 
of each exercise 10 times; for those of 
you that are more intermediate, you can 
increase the sets and/ or repetitions as 
necessary. 
These three triceps focused weight-
bearing exercises are quick and easy 
to do before school or before you go 
to bed to improve muscle mass and 
strengthen the bod! 
Plank pushups. Get into the same 
position you would for a regular 
pushup; making sure your legs are 
straight, your pelvis is tucked (so your 
backside is flat-no bums in the air), 
and your hands are positioned under 
your shoulders. In this position with 
eyes facing forward, you have two 
options: 1) stay still for one full minute 
or 2) practise pushups slowly for one 
full minute. To target your triceps, 
instead of allowing your elbows to flare 
outwards, hug them tight to your sides 
and rib cage. 
To spice this pose up, try holding 
for it for up to five minutes , alternating 
from middle plank to side plank pose 
(see below for instructions) , ensuring 
that your legs keep a straight position 
and your tailbone is tucked under. 
For the side plank pose, place your 
right hand under your nose and twist 
to the left. Flexing both feet, plant the 
outside edge of your right foot to the 
ground and stack your left foot on top. 
Press your legs together, pull your left 
hip to the sky, and place your left hand 
on your hip and hold. 
Superman. Finding your plank pose, 
walk your legs out so that your feet are 
a little wider than your hips (making a 
V-shape). Keeping your eyes forward, 
tailbone tucked under, and hands 
directly under your shoulders, walk 
your right hand under your nose and 
place it there. Next lift your left hand 
straight out in front of you (like you 
are reaching for something across the 
room) and raise your right foot up 
behind you, keeping your right leg 
straight with pointed toes. Hold this 
pose for 10 seconds, then switch to the 
other side, alternating opposite feet and 
hands off the ground. 
Downward dolphin dive. This exercise 
functions in a position that is not unlike 
the yoga pose downward facing dog, 
so if you know what this position looks 
like you are already ahead. 
• 
• 
• 
Step 1: Resting on your knees, 
make a tripod with your arms 
by clasping your hands and 
planting your elbows on the 
ground directly under your 
shoulders. With this triangle 
on the ground, let your head 
hang loose between your 
arms Gust above your clasped 
hands), and slowly ~tand up so 
that you are in an upside down 
V-shape: two feet planted 
about hip distance apart, arms 
and clasped hands pressed 
firmly into the ground. Your 
eyes should be looking at your 
knees here. 
Step 2: Look and lunge 
forward so that you come 
into a sort of plank position 
that is balanced on your toes-
elbows-forearms-and-clasped 
hands . This is called a dolphin 
dive, and you want your have 
your entire body weight come 
over top of the tripod so that 
your triceps, biceps, and 
abdominals are doing all the 
work. 
Step 3: Pushing down through 
your clasped hands, forearms, 
and elbows, press and dig 
your arms into the ground and 
push yourself back up so that 
you come back into the upside 
down V-shape, with your eyes 
at your knees and your bum 
high in the air. 
There are two different 
ways to get the most out of 
this pose. 1) Try doing 10 
continuous dolphin lunges 
in a row or 2) lunge down so 
that your eyes are forward and 
your entire weight is over your 
arms, and hold for 10 seconds 
before you push back up. Do 
this five times and hold for 10 
seconds in between pushups. 
These three exercises, though 
they do not require much movement, 
will have you sweating as if you went 
for a 20-minute run. Once you have 
mastered these three poses (trust me: it 
will take a week or two) and are able 
to hold plank pose for two minutes, or 
do 10 dolphin dives without stopping, 
you can try increasing the amount of 
sets and reps you're doing in a day. 
For example, I like doing three sets of 
each exercise and 20 repetitions . This 
is a solid workout for me that I fit into 
a 30-minute time space before classes, 
and keeps my core strong and my arms 
toned. Perfect to maintain your energy 
levels and ensure you look svelte in 
your Christmas dress this year! 
life and stv~e 
A few things to remember whenever 
you are practising any weight training 
exercises: Look forward. Do not look 
down or up or anywhere else. This will 
prevent neck strain or injury. Relax your 
shoulders. Try not to squeeze or clench 
your shoulders, rather, squeeze your 
latissimus muscles together (located 
on your back) so that your shoulders 
are pressed down and back. Tuck your 
tailbone. Scoop your tailbone under so 
that your bum is tucked and your entire 
spine is in a straight line and protected. 
Smile. Because it is more fun than 
clenched teeth and grunting at yourself 
in the mirror! 
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H&M hotmess 
Versace collection available for affordable prices 
Don't knock the knock-offs 
Makeup edition 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
' Icrave high-end products. This doesn't 
end at clothes, shoes, or purses; my 
cravings branch into all aspects of 
life, appearance-wise anyways. Sadly, as I 
am still a starving student, I am forced to 
only window-shop (and use the occasional 
tester) in higher-end cosmetic stores such 
as Sephora and Mac. Then I drag my feet 
(clad in knock-off Uggs) to the nearest drug 
store and pick up the similar, cheaper-and 
generally not worse quality-knock-off 
makeup. 
Here are my top five knock-off products, in 
the makeup department, anyways. 
Eyeliner. I'm a big fan of liquid eyeliner. 
However, when saw this gel eyeliner that 
uses a brush at Mac (Fiuidline, $18.00), 
I knew I had to try it. I found my knock-
off at Walmart for only $8.99. I use my 
Maybelline Eyestudio Lasting Drama Gel 
Eyeliner almost every day and I don't plan 
on stopping anytime soon. 
Mascara. For Christmas last year I got 
some mascara from Sephora. Mascara is one 
of those products that I use every day, and 
I loved my Sephora mascara. Until about 
February when it started to run out. I went 
to check it out at Sephora and was shocked 
to find that my beloved Bare Escentuals 
bareMinerals Flawless Definition 
Volumizing Mascara was $18.00. I decided 
to go back to my CoverGirl LashBiast 
Volume Blasting Mascara for only $8.99 at 
London Drugs . 
Lipstick. Lipstick is one of those guilty 
pleasures I have. I love going through the 
12 
lipstick aisles,looking at all the different 
product names, and trying the testers out 
on my hand. I usually go for the CoverGirl 
Lip Perfection Lipstick ($9.99 from 
London Drugs), but I decided to treat 
myself and see what the difference between 
my low-end lipstick and the Mac equivalent 
($17 .50). Personally, I couldn't tell the 
difference. My Mac lipstick may look a little 
more sleek, but I'd rather save 10 dollars 
and get the CoverGirl. 
Eyeshadow. I use both powder eyeshadow 
and cream eyeshadow. Lately,l've been 
sticking with the cream one for a few 
reasons. Mainly, it's easier to put on and I 
think it has longer-lasting power. I usually 
get Revlon illuminance Creme Shadow 
for about $9.99 at London Drugs. I did 
check out the high-end Mac alternative, but 
at $24.50 for only one colour (my Revlon 
comes with four) I decided to pass. 
Powder. Personally, I don't use face makeup 
very often, so I tend to stick with just a 
low-end powder (I use CoverGirl Clean 
Pressed Powder ($9.99)) , but I have seen 
the higher-end equivalents at Mac and 
Sephora-and I'm shocked by their prices. 
For example, a friend of mine gets her Mac 
Select Sheer Powder for $24.50. She loves 
it, but I'm perfectly content with its more 
economical cousin. 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
Known for their affordable fashion and contemporary designs, 
H&M has quickly become 
a leading clothing company 
in North America-after 
their quick rise to success 
throughout Europe. With 
apparel suitable for both men 
and women, H&M announced 
this fall that their latest 
designer collaboration will be 
with none other than Donatella 
Versace of Versace designs. 
Infamous for her bold 
prints , loud colors, and overall 
frisky fashion designs, Versace 
agreed to work with H&M 
as a creative director for a 
full collection of men's and 
women's wares, in addition to 
a few select household items 
such as throw rugs and pillows. 
Set to open November 
19, 2011 , Versace for H&M 
clothing will feature low prices 
on all items from $15-$300, 
which is little bit on the high 
scale for H&M, but totally 
affordable compared to 
Versace's regular prices. A bit 
of Italian glam is ready to hit 
the streets of Vancouver with . 
studded and neon print clutch 
purses that start at $70, to a 
collection of fiirty cocktail 
dresses in different materials 
like leather and silk starting at 
$200. 
The Vancouver locations 
for Versace's H&M collection 
are Pacific Centre downtown 
and Metrotown in Burnaby. I 
recommend lining up early on 
opening day because rumor 
has it that this line of designer 
clothing will quickly sell out! 
By Dylan Hackett 
T he past few weeks have held days of bitter disappointment for the Douglas College Royals 
men's soccer squad, as they fell from 
first to last place in the PACWEST 
rankings. The fall to last was not due to 
a Royals mistake made on the pitch-in 
fact, before the Sports Administrator's 
office discovered the ineligibility of 
player Simrin Rattan pal, the team led 
the league with a record of eight wins, 
one draw, and a loss. With their top spot 
in the region, the Royals were, more 
likely than not, destined for provincials. 
"We lost all that time we could've 
used to study, to work. We put the 
six months of training in and it's for 
nothing. We were set for nationals . 
We were going to Quebec. There's 
no question about it," lamented 
defenseman Devlin Periera. 
"We feel gutted," said midfielder 
Drew Foster. 
The flagship athletics team of 
Douglas College lost all their wins in 
a decision enacted by PACWEST on 
October21 . 
Captain Dylan Myers weighed in 
on the decision , "PACWEST did their 
job when it [came] to disciplining us. 
Our school made the mistake. They 
owned up to the mistake, but the 
mistake shouldn't have happened in 
the first place. It's not [PACWEST's] 
responsibility to check student credits, 
it's [Douglas']-and we can' t put any 
fault on them. The blame has to go to 
the college." 
Director of Campus Life and 
Athletics , Kyle Baillie, explained 
how the team lost their wins. "It's 
shockingly simple . Every one of 
our student athletes has to maintain 
eligibility. Eligibility, as defined by 
PACWEST, is generally 18 credits 
over an academic year and nine credits 
in the season they' re participating in. 
What ended up happening was one of 
our soccer players did not accomplish 
18 credits last year. In that time, he 
accomplished 16. What ended up 
happening was that when we were 
doing credential eligibility checks 
we made a math error. The error was 
when you add nine credits plus seven 
credits we came up with 18- and we 
should 've come up with 16." 
frE~rudt 
Rovals beat bv a 
numbers game: 
Soccer squad misses out on provincials 
as a result of a clerical error 
The team felt disenfranchised that 
their season ended because of a math 
error. The week after the discovery 
of the ineligibility was also one 
marred with confusion. "We were at 
practice when we found [out about 
the disqualification] and [the details] 
were really hazy and we were told it's 
a school issue. I personally found out 
when I was at work from a guy on 
another team and he said, 'your points 
are all gone, what's going on?' and so I 
didn't really find out why until the next 
practice. It pissed me off," said Myel's. 
"The thing that was troublesome was 
the athletic director never came and 
told us what was going on, it was more 
word-of-mouth from our coach, so 
there was a lot of confusion over the 
weekend and by the time we found out 
on the Monday it was as if someone 
kicked us in the nuts." 
PUterthatMonday, theteam 
had a meeting with Baillie clearing 
the fog surrounding the issue and 
confirming the failure of an appeal. 
This didn't clear the hard feelings for 
Myers, "Basically, be just went over 
what happened. He dido 't really go 
into much detail. Kyle apologized, we 
know he wasn't the one who made 
the mistake. The big thing was at the 
meeting he cracked a joke about how 
the Athletic Department was happy 
that we're not going to nationals and 
provincials because it saved the school 
a lot of money. So they save $40;000 
and make a joke about it. I didn't smile 
for a week after he said that. It was 
pretty uncalled for." 
"We were so far ahead of this 
league we were making everyone look 
horrible . To have it all taken away at 
the snap of a finger. .. it could have 
been any of us ," said Periera. "To make 
an error like that ... " 
"And not have to face the 
consequences ... " chimed in Rattanpal . 
"The consequences were on us ." 
"It's a thing of pride too . Putting 
on your jersey you' re supposed to 
represent your college. We did that 
and we played with sportsmanship 
and represented the school as winners . 
That's the part we do on the field . We 
shouldn't have to worry about the 
administrative part. Now next year I'm 
going to be thinking, ' is this done right, 
is that done right? Are we eligible?' 
The [Athletics Department] said they 
could compensate us, but couldn't go 
into detail about it but really, how can 
you compensate eight months of hard 
work?" said Myers. 
Baillie understood the ooncems 
the players hold. "As a former college 
athlete I know that you only get so 
many opportunities to go to provincials 
or potentially go to nationals . To 
have that mistake cost them one of 
those opportunities hurts. That's gut-
wrenching. That's not something I can 
just give back." 
"It was an error that didn't happen 
on the field . Obviously, the individual 
player bears some responsibility for 
playing when he should've known he 
was ineligible and not notifying us of 
that, but we didn't catch it so it was a 
clerical, administrative error and as a 
result the team got punished for it and 
that's not okay." 
"illtimately, it was a mistake that 
happened in the department and we 
do on average 600 eligibility checks 
per year and those are done by people 
looking at numbers , adding numbers 
together." 
Baillie also assured the Other 
Press that he's taken action to prevent 
this from happening in the future. "We 
have put safeguards in place. We had 
double-checks in place before, but 
we've changed slightly the double-
check process so that the original 
documents now accompany the 
eligibility forms." 
While battered by their season's 
untimely and unfair ending, the lads 
still have sights on the future and 
aren't putting their ambitions aside. 
With faint optimism, Myers said, 
"You get motivation in losing against 
other teams, but when your school is 
the reason you lost it's hard to grasp 
motivation out of that so that'll be 
tough, but we have a bunch of guys 
coming back and we host nationals." 
Although the team is likely to be 
stacked with the same roster which 
was poised for championship glory 
this year, no clerical mishap can bar 
them from nationals next year as the 
host team is granted entry regardless of 
points standing. Though they feel that 
they will earn their spot next year, the 
assurance doesn't hurt. 
For many of the team, including 
Myers , next year 's hosting of nationals 
is the final shot at glory. "To be honest, 
if there wasn't nationals here next year 
a lot of the guys would leave because 
the respect for the college has gone 
quite a bit down with a mistake like the 
[one made by the Athletic Department] . 
Next is the 'make it or break it."' 
An education is an education: 
The connotations of 'college' 
By Natalie Serafini have an old soul). I'm mature enough 
that I can figure out for myself how I 
I was recently conversing with a want to spend my life. The smartest woman about the classes that I'm thing I could have possibly done taking at Douglas College, and straight out of high school was to attend 
·how much I'm enjoying exploring Douglas College. 
the various options available to me. I know that college is what's best 
I said that I wanted to ''find myself' for me at this stage in my life, but 
at Douglas, and she said: "As long as it's still frustrating that it has such a 
it's just for one year! That's a mother negative connotation. I don't know 
talking." anyone at Douglas that doesn't have 
My own mother downright a ridiculous course load on top of 
encourages me to take as long as I need working and trying to have a social life, 
to figure out who I am, who I want so it's not like people come to Douglas 
to be, and what I want to do. I'm not to slack off. Even if this is some 
exactly sitting on my posterior enjoying students' idea of taking a year off, isn't 
the good life, and my parents aren't that their prerogative? 
"It boils down to the fact that an education is an education. It doesn't 
matter where you get it, whether it's in a college classroom with 30 
other students, or a university lecture hall with over 200. What matters 
is what you get out of your education and your experiences." 
wishing that I'd get the hell out of their 
house and into the world. Never mind 
the fact that spending a few years at 
university trying to figure all this out 
would have meant spending thousands 
of dollars more for a less personal 
experience. 
I have been told many times that I 
was born middle-aged and keep getting 
older (I think when people suggest 
this, they are referring to my affinity 
for slippers, Scrabble, and tendency to 
run across the street like I just had a 
hip replacement. I prefer to think that I 
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I have to confess to being more 
than a little insulted by the insinuation 
that I am so mono-faceted that I 
could find myself within a year. How 
mundane, bland, regular, transparent, 
boring, flat, monotonous, tedious, roll-
your-eyes unbearable would I have to 
be to have myself figured out within a 
year? Most people are multi-faceted, 
and I would go ahead and include 
myself in that category. 
It boils down to the fact that an 
education is an education. It doesn't 
matter where you get it, whether it's 
in a college classroom with 30 other 
students, or a university lecture hall 
with over 200. What matters is what 
you get out of your education and 
your experiences. There's more than 
one kind of education out there. I'm 
not going to spend my entire life at 
Douglas, but I don't think two to four 
years is going to hold me back for the 
rest of my life. 
Seeing the world at waist level: Life in a wheelchair 
By Livia Turnbull. 
Every morning when I wake up, my brain is in a sleep-induced haze. When that haze clears, I 
realize I'm stuck in bed, only able to 
roll around and reach for the books 
lying on my bedside table . My "legs" 
lie a few feet in front of me, connected 
to a charging device. My flesh and 
blood legs, although they are somewhat 
useable, are unable to walk me to my 
true legs-a motorized wheelchair. 
Seeing as I cannot spend the whole day 
lying around in bed, I call for my mom 
to help me transfer to my wheelchair. 
Once I'm in my wheelchair, I feel 
complete. I finally have my entire body 
and the illusion of independence is 
placed in my mind for the day. 
I say illusion of independence 
because even when I am at my 
primarily wheelchair-accessible 
house , I am still dependent on people 
helping me with certain everyday 
tasks, like getting dressed. While I 
have been trying to learn how to do 
this task myself, I still need someone 
to help me. Once I'm outside of the 
house, everything changes. I have to 
look for ramps and avoid curbs, as 
my wheelchair cannot go up curbs by 
itself. When going to a new building, 
I always have to make sure that the 
building in question is wheelchair 
accessible. Otherwise, obviously, I will 
not be able to get into the building. 
However, I am still not out of 
the woods once I'm in the building. 
Sometimes 'wheelchair-accessible ' 
washroom stalls are only a couple 
inches wider than a regular stall, 
which means that there is no room 
for my wheelchair, my attendant, and 
myself. And, if there are tables in this 
particular building, I am usually not 
able to get as close to the table due to 
the table post being in my way. 
But being in a wheelchair is not 
all that bad; of course, this may be 
because being in a wheelchair is the 
only experience I have known. I got to 
meet people with conditions similar to 
mine in a sport called power-soccer, 
which is soccer played with motorized 
wheelchairs. Plus, by meeting other 
people in wheelchairs, I get some insight 
into how people live with different 
conditions, such as muscular dystrophy 
and other forms of cerebral palsy. So 
while some days I curse being in a 
wheelchair, I look at myself and realize 
that life could be a whole lot worse. 
Challenging Movember criticisms 
By Kyle Wallis 
A. h, the smell of Movember, the celebrated m~nth where facial hairs above the mouth 
accumulate in support of awareness 
for men's cancers. Can you smell it? 
It smells like wet pavement, dying 
leaves, and the much welcome scent of 
Christmassy Starbucks beverages. It's 
too bad that the guys sporting facial 
hair can't smell it though, due to the 
overpowering scent of awesome that 
their mustaches produce all month. 
As a 19-year-old male, I believe that 
I can attribute some of my success 
to my boyish good looks and charm. 
Yes, even now I still get carded when 
renting movies from Rogers . I am 
forced to wait in anticipation for the 
day when I too get to shave some 
participation), but what about those 
who cannot afford to donate? At least 
by growing a mustache, you will still 
be able to support the campaign. 
I also want to address concerns 
voiced by the some of the so-called 
supporters of the selfless gentlemen 
who sport facial hair for Movember, 
or as the foundation calls them, 
"Mo Bros." Ladies, I am talking 
primarily to you, although far be it 
from me to exclude any gender from 
this deliberation. There will always 
be people who express antipathy 
towards the ruggedness, bristliness, 
and occasionally poor growth patterns 
of the modem mustache. My advice 
is to put it to the side for one month. 
It's the least one can do to support 
the Mo Bros who support men with 
the likes of prostate cancer. Once you 
"By growing the mustache in support of Movember, you are 
increasing exposure for the movement itself. Think of it this way: the 
more people that know about the efforts of the Movember foundation, 
the more likely that people will donate to its cause." 
bristly black beard particles from my 
face . However, I still like to do what 
I can for the Movember movement, 
despite the absence of face fuzz from 
my adorably dimpled chin. And so, 
I would like to address some of the 
negative criticisms Movember has 
garnered so far. Hold on to your 
muttonchops, because it's about to get 
hairy up in here! 
The first issue I want to discuss is 
the perceived requirement to donate 
in order to grow the mustache. Let me 
get this straight: growing a mustache 
in support of men's cancers is a good 
thing. Donating is of course better. 
It shouldn't be seen as a bad thing 
for people to grow mustaches during 
November and not donate. By growing 
the mustache in support of Movember, 
you are increasing exposure for the 
movement itself. Think of it this way: 
the more people that know about the 
efforts of the Movember foundation, 
the more likely that people will 
donate to its cause. That's not to say 
that donating is not appreciated (of 
course, it's the most desired form of 
achieve this, you will become what 
the Movember foundation dubs a "Mo 
Sista" (presumably if you are male, 
you just become another Mo Bro) . And 
regardless of what time of year it is, 
you should love your guy for the face 
he has, not the face you want him to 
have. 
My final criticism is directed 
towards the people who see Movember 
only as an opportunity to exercise their 
fashion prowess, whether knowingly 
or otherwise. Movember is about 
fundraising for the support of men's 
cancers. While the exploration of 
new trends in facial hair styling is 
encouraged, it should be done so in 
the spirit of Movember; the goal here 
is to raise money in support of men's 
cancers. 
So get out those trimmers people, 
because Movember is here! If you want 
to register yourself with the Movember 
foundation, donate, or simply learn 
more about the phenomenon, just visit 
the website at www.movember.com. 
Hair follicles, assemble! 
Conservatives need to watch The Wire 
Omnibus crime bill proves Tories haven't learned from TV's 
toughest detectives 
By John Cameron - The Carillon 
(University of Regina) 
REGINA (CUP) - I just can't figure 
out the Tories' omnibus crime bill . 
With crime rates dropping across 
Canada, the Conservatives are the 
only ones that believe we need to 
get tougher on crime. Their omnibus 
crime bill, by and large, is trying to 
fix something that isn't broken by 
breaking it. What they really need to 
do is spend less time trumpeting a 
faulty bill and more time watching The 
Wire. 
Though nearly all of the bill 's 
provisions have made criminology 
experts and representatives from the 
Canadian Bar Association publicly 
recoil from it, Bill C-lO's attitude 
towards drug crime will have 
particularly serious consequences for . 
Canada. 
The bill is designed to send 
drug dealers to prison by increasing 
mandatory sentences for growing and 
selling substances like marijuana and 
restricting house arrest. Not only will 
this fail to have any serious impact 
on the drug trade - it neither cuts off 
dealers' supply nor clamps down on 
demand - it has the potential to clog 
our prisons and divert resources from 
serious crimes to a war on drugs. 
Compounding this are other 
elements of the bill, such as provisions 
that make it more difficult to obtain 
pardons and thus harder to get jobs, 
meaning offenders will be at greater 
risk to re-offend. We will likely 
need to build more prisons to house 
new offenders andre-offenders . 
Monc y that could be spent on crime 
prevention may go towards building 
more prisons and, if we aren't careful , 
to private industry. 
In The Wire, maybe the best 
fictional exploration of America's 
war on drugs in television history, 
Detective Lester Freamon's mantra 
is that if you follow the money, 
you don't know what shit you'll 
stir up. And when it comes to the 
prison industry, money flows in two 
directions: towards those who build 
prisons, and towards those who run 
them. 
Bill C-10 is guaranteed to send 
more people to prison. That's its point. 
A larger prison population means a 
larger prison industry. 
In America, where the prison 
industry employs nearly 800,000 
people according to an MSNBC report 
from this month, the Department 
of Corrections simply isn't large 
enough to manage the entire industry. 
According to that same report, the 
American government outsources 
the rrfanagement of eight per cent of 
the nation's 2.3 million prisoners to 
private companies. These companies 
make billions of dollars keeping 
people incarcerated - often people 
who were busted with only enough 
cocaine to get high. For those 
companies, more people in prison 
means a higher profit margin, and in 
America they do their damndest to 
ensure that they're making money. 
Canadian taxpayers want safer 
streets, and they want the penal 
code to respect the rights of victims. 
Those are both commendable goals. 
But I don't believe this bill will do 
either of those things. It will more 
likely expand our prison culture, 
tum rehabilitation into punishment, 
increase our crime rate (and thus the 
number of victims of crime), and push 
our system towards privatization. Who 
in their right mind wants that, and 
who in their right mind wants to pay 
somebody else for it? 
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Get out of my face when I'm talking to you: 
Why I hate video calls 
By Sh~ron Miki, Assistant Editor 
B ecause I work from home (and only have class two days a week), I can get pretty gross-
it's part of my creative process and, 
frankly, no one should be the wiser as 
to the standard of my personal hygiene 
if I'm holed away in my apartment for 
three days at a time. I don't shower. 
I wear a tom sweatshirt from 1986 
paired with billowy, mumu-esque maxi 
dresses. I sport either absolutely no 
makeup or a clownish fac;:ade of blue 
glitter eye shadow and fuchsia lipstick. 
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I like that it doesn't matter what I 
look like because it's just me and my 
computer. I liked, nay, loved, this 
personal freedom to be hideous-until 
one fateful day last week when my 
computer betrayed me by ringing, yes, 
ringing, with a video call from my 
boyfriend. 
I was terrified. I didn't even know 
this technology existed, but upon 
checking my Gmail tab, I was horrified 
to be face to face with my face. 
Apparently, my iMac is so goddamn 
smart that it somehow conspired with 
Google to enable both video and voice 
calls with other Gmail users. Blast! 
I couldn't ignore it-I'm fond of 
my boyfriend and I read in Cosmo that 
ignoring your partner's calls is bad 
relationship karma-so I accepted the 
call (after stealthily covering the web 
camera with my glasses case). Feigning 
technological Ludditeism, I rushed 
to my closet for a quick change and 
condensed five-minute face. He was 
none the wiser to my spy-grade tactics, 
and we had a lovely chat. 
Still, I fear that I've set a horrible 
precedent. Now, he feels like we 
should obviously use this fantastically-
more-personal system to talk-and 
I'm stuck keeping a makeup kit and 
mirror at my desk and wearing (ugh) 
real, non-ridiculous clothes at all times, 
just in case he should ring. Perhaps I'm 
just being pouty, but I really do feel 
like I'm more creative and effective 
as a writer when I'm not shackled by 
traditional norms of fashion and social 
convention. Don't get me wrong, I love 
clothes, but when I'm on my own I feel 
I should be free to look as I please. And 
don't even get me started on how much 
it's going to cost to be wearing makeup 
at all times-it ain't cheap to cover up 
these frown lines. 
The way I see it, this constant 
friendly voyeurism is only going 
to get worse. With more and more 
of us suckered into cradling fancy 
srnartphones at all times, as if they 
were our third tibias, similar video 
calling technologies like FaceTime and 
Fring are sure to start forcing us to look 
presentable to less and less opportune 
times. 
So what's a girl to do? So far, 
the best solutions I can think of are to 
either a) spend thousands of dollars 
on a realistic (but better! dub) mask of 
my face that I can slap on whenever 
my computer starts ringing, b) offer 
up my iPhone to Blendtec's Will it 
Blend? and dig out my old, camera-
less Nokia phone, or c) accept that my 
boyfriend will either accept me at my 
worst, or dump my pixilated, garish 
face (in which case, I can happily file 
this whole problem under "no longer 
relevant" because he would stop 
calling). Decisions, decisions. 
Off campus cuisine: Karmavore Vegan Shop 
A victory for vegans everywhere 
By Joel MacKenzie 
Does cafeteria food fail to cater to 
your taste buds? Not digging the 
Dougout? Then grab your finest bib 
and try to avoid drooling on the person 
next to you, because we're here to offer 
salvation for you students looking to 
humble your hunger, without having to 
wear your shoes out getting there. 
Vegan food has always had a 
reputation for sacrificing flavour for 
healthiness and animal kindness. The 
food· at Karmavore Vegan Shop has 
no problem breaking this stereotype 
though, with flavourful and innovative 
food that is a treat for anyone, whether 
they're following a vegan diet or not. 
The store is just under a 10-minute 
walk away from the New West campus, 
at 610 Columbia Street. It strictly sells 
vegan items (made with no animal 
products), including cosmetics, shoes, 
cleaning supplies, and groceries-with 
10 per cent of all its proceeds being 
donated towards animal charities. Most 
importantly, it has a vegan deli, which 
includes "Cheez" burgers, croissants, 
doughnuts, sandwiches, soft serve, 
cake and a lot more. 
During my visit to Karmavore, 
I was greeted instantly by one of the 
friendly employees, who offered help 
and reminded me of the deli/ grocery 
area downstairs. I decided to spend 
a couple of minutes browsing all the 
interesting vegan items upstairs first 
though. 
Downstairs I checked out the 
racks of vegan groceries, which 
included familiar vegan chocolate and 
unfamiliar rice whipped cream (which 
I assume is cream, not rice, flavoured). 
What I was really hoping to try were 
their vegan marshmallows, something 
that for years existed only in vegan 
folklore, but they were unfortunately 
sold out. 
I ordered the Cheezburger, which 
included a portobello mushroom patty, 
Daiya brand vegetable-cheese, sprouts, 
and all of the regular hamburger 
toppings. The burger was great: it 
was chewy and textured, the bun and 
toppings were fresh. It wasn't greasy, 
and it didn't splat out of the bun on first 
bite, like many other fast food veggie 
burgers I've had in the past. The Daiya 
cheese product is hard to describe to 
someone that has never tried it (and 
even harder to try and make it sound 
at all appealing). On the burger, it 
stretches, melts, and tastes like real 
cheese, and is cholesterol, trans fat, 
soy, gluten, peanut, and nut free! It's 
made from primarily either tapioca or 
arrowroot flours, and I swear it tastes 
like real cheese! 
For. dessert, I ordered a double-
chocolate doughnut with nuts.lt 
wasn't excessively sweet or greasy, so 
there was nothing to take away from 
the smooth, thick texture and deep 
chocolate flavour. 
The burgers were $5.89, and the 
doughnuts were $2.00 each. That's not 
a bad price for a burger; compare it to 
the Triple O's veggie burger, which 
is $6.95 alone. The doughnuts aren't 
cheap in price though-mostly because 
they aren't cheap in quality. They're 
also a luxury for a vegan who hasn't 
had one in ages. 
There were a couple benches at 
Karmavore, and a table, but they were 
already occupied by other patrons. As 
a result, I bad to walk back up the hill 
to some benches near Douglas to eat. 
If they decided to add in a few more 
benches, the deli could likely attract 
more customers and maybe secure 
some of the lunch clientele. 
Despite the lack of seating and 
absence of vegan marshmallows (for 
now), Karrnavore was great! If you're 
looking for a place that is focused on 
animal, planetary, and human health, 
flavour over grease, and innovative 
eats, check it out. Vegans or non-
vegans, you'll find so~ething for you. 
Canada's Pan Am apathy 
Almost 800 representatives competed at last month's event, but did any one back home even notice? 
By Adam Peleshaty - The 
Manitoban (University of Manitoba) 
WINNIPEG (CUP) - The Pan 
American Garnes should be very 
familiar to Canadians. Our fair nation 
has hosted the event twice, in 1967 
and 1999, both coming in Winnipeg. If 
you turn on the TV or read the paper, 
however, you would be hard pressed to 
find a sign of its existence. 
This year, the XVI Pan American 
Garnes were held in Guadalajara, 
Mexico, Oct. 14-30. Canada sent 794 
athletes, coaches and other support 
staff to the competition. This is the last 
high-profile event for Canadian athletes 
before next year's Summer Olympics i~ 
London. 
In many Canadian papers, the Pan 
American Games have been reduced to 
single articles about Canadian medal 
winners from the previous day. There 
have· been very few articles about 
specific athletes or the performance of 
Guadalajara as the host city. Likewise, 
coverage of the games on television 
was also lacking. 
One main reason for the lack of 
coverage is that the Pan Am Games 
don't usually attract the best athletes. 
Canada often sends developmental 
teams to the event, including this 
year. This is more evident because the 
Games are being held in October this 
year, which coincides with the end of 
the summer sports season. 
Media may also be wary of 
travelling to Guadalajara, one of the 
centres of Mexico's war on drugs. It is 
unfortunate because this event could be 
the starting point of Canadian Olympic 
success stories in the future. 
The Pan American Games act as 
Olympic qualifiers for many sports. 
Canada and Argentina played for a 
direct Olympic berth and a gold medal 
in men's field hockey - and this year, 
Argentina won. 
Athletes can also claim Olympic 
berths 'by meeting qualifying standards 
in sports such as track and field and 
swimming. Younger athletes use the 
Pan Am G~es to gain international 
experience. Out of the 18 Canadian 
medals at the 2008 Summer Olympics, 
10 were won by athletes with previous 
Money can buy happiness: 
A look at Manchester City's season to date 
Pan Am Games medals. Therefore, 
success at this event can translate to 
Olympic success either next year in 
London or in 2016 in Rio. 
This year's event has seen some 
great stories involving Canadian 
athletes: The women's 4x100-metre 
relay swim team wore Mexican 
wrestler masks before their silver-
medal winning ra4:e. Dylan Armstrong, 
the world's leading shot putter, 
defended his Pan Am title with an event 
record throw. Winnipeg diver Kevin 
Geyson returned to the water after 
being hit by a car this past summer. 
The women's soccer team won gold in 
its first major event since a disastrous 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
I n August of 2008, a very middling club was bought by Abu Dhabi United Group. Things were about 
to change drastically. Almost before 
the team had been signed over to its 
· new owners, a slew of marquee names 
were being rumoured to transfer to the 
club; however, due to the lateness of 
the takeover, Brazilian flop Robinho 
was the only signee for the princely 
sum of £32.5 million. Following a 
decent season that included a final-
eight appearance in the UEFA Cup, the 
floodgates would be opened on summer 
spending. Gareth Barry, Roque Santa 
Cruz, Kolo Toure, Emmanuel Adebayor, 
Carlos Tevez, and Joleon Lescott had 
all made their way to Manchester by the 
end of the summer for a tidy amount in 
excess of £100 million. In keeping with 
their 'strategy' to completely overhaul 
the team with name brand players, the 
ownersliip then moved to sack Mark 
Hughes as manager, and install Roberto 
Mancini as manager by Christmas. By 
the end of the season, City had bought 
fought their way to a fifth-place finish. 
Predictably, the next summer 
revealed the coffers of the Abu Dhabi 
United Group to be truly limitless as 
Jerome Boateng, Yaya Toure, David 
Silva, Aleksandar Kolarov, Mario 
Balotelli, and James Milner threw . 
on the baby-blue; Edin Dzeko would 
arrive in January. An FA Cup win, 
coupled with a third-place league finish, 
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World Cup last summer. 
The men's baseball team also 
won its first-ever Pan Am Games 
gold medal. With baseball now 
excluded from the Olympics, pitcher 
Scott Richmond stated, "This is our 
Olympics." These accomplishments 
should have been celebrated by 
Canadians, instead of being relegated to 
the sports briefs. 
· While many Canadian sports fans 
may not have been aware of this year's 
event, they should be in four years 
when Toronto hosts the Pan American 
Games in 2015. 
· Hopefully, the local Toronto media 
will aiso be aware. 
which guaranteed them a spot in the 
Champions League, proved that City 
had established itself as a top club. 
Finally reaching the present, 
City added to its veritable stable of 
superstars this offseason, bringing 
in Sergio Aguero, Samir Nasri, 
Gael Clichy, and the rebuilt Owen 
Hargreaves. How has that worked out 
for them? To put it lightly: very, very 
well. The season has seen the club roar 
· to the top of the league in convincing 
fashion, including a 6-1 thrashing of 
major rivals Manchester United, and 
an undefeated (six wins , zero losses) 
October in all competitions. 
Of course, with success comes 
criticism and derision, and there 
has been no shortage of this for the 
Manchester-based club. The team has 
been accused of buying fame and glory, 
and, quite frankly, haven't they? To 
draw an American football reference for 
those who wish it, picture Manchester 
City as the Philadelphia Eagles . .. 
except ... successful. The squad is chock 
full of dynamic superstars, and they 
play like it. Bash' on City all you want, 
but at the end of the day it's still a team 
game, and no matter how many quality 
players are brought in, they still have to 
work together to get the 'W.' 
As a quick note to end this , even 
for those who can't stand watching 
soccer/football, circle April 28 on your 
calendar right now; it's the date City 
and United go at it again, and it's going 
to be a doozy. Glory glory. 
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Are the Canucks back on track? 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
This past Sunday the Vancouver Canucks that we miss so fondly from last season 
showed up to play. The team that 
we remembered from last year; the 
team that dominated the league 
and had opposing teams dreading 
the upcoming games that they had 
to compete against them; the team 
that we're used to ... After a pathetic 
display in a 5-1 loss against the 
Minnesota Wild last Thursday 
night and then another 3-2 loss the 
following night to the St. Louis 
Blues, the Canucks came out flying 
and confident against the Chicago 
Blackbawks in a 6-2 win on Sunday. 
There were so many positives 
and very few negatives in that game 
that it's almost safe to say that this 
could be the turn around that the 
Canucks so badly need. The key word 
in that statement is almost... They've 
already had dominating performances 
in previous games against Nashville, 
Washington, and Calgary only to go 
back to losing against teams like the 
between the pipes despite his first 
period slip-up on the Michael Fn:;>lik 
shot which seemed to be harmless. 
This is sure to be a confidence booster 
for Luongo who has been under the 
negative side of the microscope in 
Vancouver to start off the season. 
In 10 games so far this season 
Luongo has a 5--4-1 record, a 3.06 
Goals Against Average, and a .894 
Save Percentage while back-up 
goaltender Cory Schneider holds a 
2-3-0 record in six games with a 2.51 
GAAand a .917 SV%. Schneider 
has clearly been the stronger of 
the two so far this season but, after 
Luongo's efforts in Sundays match, 
perhaps the tides will change. The 
best possible situation would be for 
both goaltenders to find that friendly-
rivalry sense of competition in 
themselves and both post instrumental 
numbers sometime soon ... which I'm 
sure will be easy enough to repeat 
after both goalies had such strong 
seasons last year. 
And last but not least, 
defensemen Dan Hamhuis has seemed 
to fit right in with the power play unit 
"On Sunday night David Booth finally scored his first goal in 
a Canucks uniform which also happened to be his first of the 
season, after going six games with only two assists since arriving 
here in Vancouver." 
Edmonton Oilers, the Wild, and the 
Blues. So ... what gives? 
On Sunday night David 
Booth finally scored his first goal 
in a Canucks uniform which also 
happened to be his first of the season, 
after going six games with only 
two assists since arriving here in 
Vanc:ouver. It was a goal which was 
so desperately needed for the second 
line winger and now that it's out of 
the way hopefully he can relax and 
more goals will come at ease. 
The Canucks power play was 
efficient to say the least, scoring 
five goals on six-man advantages 
throughout the night. Henrik, Daniel, 
Booth, Dan Hamhuis, and Aaron 
Rome all connected on the man-
advantage while Jannik Hansen tallied 
an even strength goal. This juggernaut 
power-play is now ranked second in 
the league at 26.4% only to be behind 
the Colorado Avalanche by 0.03%. 
Roberto Luongo had a solid 38-
save-performance, making key saves 
ever since Sarni Salo went down with 
an injury. He bas six points in his last 
five games which is impressive for an 
offensive defensemen who regularly 
rushes up the ice with the puck ... but 
Hamhuis is on the complete other 
side of the spectrum. He is the most 
defensive defensemen you can find 
in the game ... and he's putting up 
those kinds of numbers? Now that's 
impressive. 
The Vancouver Canucks have 
a poor 7-7-1 record and 15 points 
which is only good for tenth spot in 
the Western Conference ... but after 
Sunday night's 6-2 victory over the 
Blackbawks the sun is finally starting 
to shine through the clouds. The next 
back-to-back games this week against 
the LA Kings and the Anaheim Ducks 
will really dictate where this team 
is at. With all of the positives it's 
about time the Canucks turn this boat 
around and head in the right direction. 
Let's hope for a couple ofWs. 
Is it a sportil 
Croquet 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
. whenever ~e word "cr~uet" 
comes up m conversation-
which doesn't seem to 
happen very often-there is one vivid 
image that comes to my mind: a warm 
summer day with a gentle breeze in 
the backyard and a couple of kids 
playing this particular event while tall 
glasses of iced tea wait for them on the 
balcony table. Mmm. Doesn't seem 
half bad, does it? Maybe it's because I 
haven't actually played croquet since I 
was about 12 years old, but it seems as 
though croquet doesn't exactly live up 
to the same calibre as football, soccer, 
or hockey. To me, croquet may even be 
in the same ball park as darts, billiards, 
lawn bowling, bocce, beer pong, and 
on a real stretch-golf. So, that brings 
me to the question ... is it a sport? 
Basically, croquet is a lawn 
g!lffie that involves hitting plastic or 
wooden balls through hoops-which 
are planted into the ground-with a 
mallet until you get your specific ball 
through all the hoops (before the other 
competitors do so). It's a simple and 
fun way to spend an afternoon, and one 
that anyone can partake in. 
However, croquet isn't all sunshine and 
hugs . There is a whole other side to 
the world of croquet-one that many 
people thrive in, while others move 
their heads from side-to-side and cross 
their arms in frustration. The nasty 
side of the game is that players will 
often attempt to move their opponents' 
balls-by making contact with their 
own-to undesirable positions. 
GASP, I know. But just think of how 
frustrated you would get as a kid when 
your friend would knock your ball all 
the way to the other side of the yard 
while laughing and sipping on his 
chilled iced tea ... not such a pleasant 
afternoon, now is it? 
All fairness aside, let's get down 
to the details of this emotional pastime. 
There are several different variations 
of croquet that are being played all 
around the world which differ in the 
scoring systems, order of shots, and 
layout. But, overall, it comes down to 
two main forms of croquet: association 
croquet and golf croquet. 
Association croquet is the name 
of an advanced game of croquet which 
is played at the international level. It 
involves four balls divided into teams 
of pairs, with both balls having to go 
through every single hoop for one team 
to win. The game's main attraction is 
the "croquet shot," which means that 
when you hit your opponents' balls an 
extra shot is rewarded. The six hoops 
that each pair must make their journey 
through are arranged so that there are 
three at each side of the court or yard 
along with a centre peg. 
Now, golf croquet, on the other 
hand, is a little simpler than association 
croquet. There are no additional turns 
rewarded for hitting other balls. Each 
player takes a tum at hitting their 
ball through the same hoop while the 
sequence that plays out is blue, red, 
black, and yellow-with blue and 
black balls playing against red and 
yellow. Whichever team wins the most 
hoops wins the game. Golf croquet 
seems to be the fastest growing and 
most popular version of the game 
played today. 
So, is croquet a sport? Yes .. . you 
better believe it. 
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No point to scoring 
Why youth s~ccer has lost its marbles 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
Youth soccer has always been an interesting scene-screaming parents at their seven-year-
old's game, stressed out teenage 
referees, uneducated spectators. But 
in the last few years, there has been a 
growing presence that is more inane 
than any of these: the movement to 
restrict, or in some cases to do away 
with completely, scoring. 
Say what? 
Before jumping all over this, it 
has to be considered that maybe these 
organizations have a very logical 
reason for doing so. My favourite quote 
is from the Calgary Minor Soccer 
Association's executive director, 
Daryl Leinweber, "Scoreless games 
will improve team-building, skill 
development and be more fun for 
children," though thankfully, the league 
has put off implementing the rule- for 
now. Leinweber clearly missed out 
on the irony here, in that life is about 
setting goals for oneself, all while the 
organization is considering doing away 
with them. 
Another couple of fun tidbits are 
these excerpts from the Gloucester 
Dragons Recreational Soccer Club 
handbook: 
Scoring Limit 
• Respect your opponent: do not 
run up the score . 
• To prevent running up the 
score, a five-goal differential 
is the maximum allowed. 
• If at the end of a game there 
is more than a five-goal 
difference in the score, the 
team that scored over five 
goals will have the results 
recorded as a loss when the 
game is recorded at the office. 
Strategies coaches can use to avoid 
this problem 
• Rotating players into other 
than normal positions 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Passing the ball a niunber of 
· times prior to a shot on goal 
Kicking with the weaker foot 
Reducing the number of 
players on the field 
Kick at net only from outside 
the penalty box 
Due to the outstanding (negative) 
response it provoked, the league 
has since reverted back to a more 
traditional 'mercy ' rule, but just the 
fact that this even happened is a bit of a 
head-scratcher. 
The most recent publicized 
example is the Telford Junior League 
in merry old England, where scoring 
has not been done away with, but the 
recording of results is limited to 1-0, or 
0-0 scorelines , regardless of how many 
were actually scored. The rationale 
behind this is that when the youngsters 
go home to see the posted results after 
a huge loss, they will discover that 
they only lost by one goal and will be 
deeply comforted by this reassurance. 
As a result of them not being majorly 
emotionally depressed over getting 
trashed, they will theoretically go on to 
live a happier and more fulfilling li{e. 
Or something like that . 
· Personally I'm glad that there is 
an effort being made to eliminate all 
competitiveness from youth sport. I 
can only imagine how different my 
life would be had the grief of losing 
a soccer game been removed from 
my harrowing childhood. I would be 
living in a perfect world right now; I 
would be blissfully unaware of any 
sort of negativity. Blissfully unaware, 
that is, until life decided to make an 
appearance. Give me a break. 
Kids need to learn that losing, 
rejection, and negativt events are a part 
of life, and having organized sports 
coddle them like this is not going to 
help. But even this is going too in 
depth. Sports are about competing and 
having fun; how many life-changing 
lessons is one supposed to draw from 
them anyways? 
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Football Fever 
CFL playoff preview 
By David Hollinshead 
!realize that my deadline for this article is before the final week of the CFL is finished, where every team's 
position could potentially change (with 
the exception of the Hamilton: Tiger 
Cats), so the following playoff positions 
are purely speculation and I'll try to stay 
away from position matchups. 
The West 
The Edmonton Eskimos. Edmontmi 
hosts the Saskatchewan Roughriders 
in the last game of the season, 
and-though Edmonton's been a 
bottom-feeder team for years-they are 
currently relatively healthy. Edmonton 
will want to redeem itself to fans by 
getting the first round bye. With the first 
round bye, Edmonton will get its team 
some rest, allowing the assortment of 
little injuries they have to heal. 
Edmonton's trip to the Grey 
Cup depends entirely on the defence. 
Quarterback Ricky Ray is proven to 
be one of the top quarterbacks in the 
league-the Eskimo ~rain trust have 
complete faith in him and plan to keep 
him around for the rest of his career. 
Ray himself has complete confidence 
and gelled chemistrY with receivers 
Fred Stamps and Jason Barnes. Running 
back Jerome Messam will also be the 
first Canadian running back to have a 
1000-yard year since 2000. Needless to 
say, their offence can get the job done. 
When Edmonton does lose, it's usually 
due to the defence not being able to stop 
the opposing team's offence and giving 
up big plays . 
The BC Lions. To coach Wally Buono, 
the only home playoff game to worry 
about is the Grey Cup. With several 
starters on the injured list, BC will let 
them rest against Montreal. The injury 
list includes: wide receiver Akeem 
Foster (whose injury forced the Leos 
to sign the retired Ryan Thelwell) , 
slotback Shawn Gore (who was able to 
play last week against Edmonton, but 
is still feeling the effects), running back 
Andrew Harris (who has come into his 
own as a budding star in this league), 
defensive tackles Khalif Mitchell and 
Aaron Hunt (who have been alternating 
games due to injuries), starting middle 
linebacker Solomon Elirnirnian (who is 
still out, though backup James Yurichuk 
has done a decent job replacing him), 
and kick returner Tim Brown (who has 
missed substantial tim~ with a recurring 
injury). 
If the Lions defence can get healthy, 
Buono and defensive coordinator 
Mike Benevides have faith that they 
can halt anyone's offense-giving the 
Lions offense the chance to win. It then 
falls on the shoulders of quarterback 
Travis Lulay, who just finished his 
first full season as the Lions starter 
and is a candidate for the league's 
Most Outstanding Player award. If he 
can continue to carve up opponents 
defences, they could potentially play 
for the Grey Cup come late November. 
If this season's talent carries on to next 
year, they could be cup contenders 
for years to come. They are a young 
tell!D, and only getting better. To 
expect a Grey Cup victory, or even an 
appearance, may be a bit much at the 
moment, but give this squad time. 
The Calgary Stampeders. The 
Stampeders are in the middle of a 
changing of the guard. lt started at 
about midseason, when running back 
Joffrey Reynolds was benched for 
Jon Cornish. Reynolds spent most of 
his career tearing up this teague. He 
has been a CFL all-star three times 
(in 2005,2006, and 2008) and was 
repeatedly a contender for the Most 
Outstanding Player. Jon Cornish 
stepped in, rushing for over 825 
yards and 7.4 yards a carry with eight 
touchdowns and only fumbling once. 
He also has huge potential to be a 
superstar in this league. 
Another star of this league that 
has been benched is quarterback 
Henry Burris. Burris, who was the 
league's most valuable player last 
year, was benched for fifth-year man 
Drew Tate during a game against 
the BC Lions where the Stamps had 
no offence and not a big chance to 
come back. Tate came in and led his 
team to a touchdown quickly and 
efficiently. Burris definitely still has 
a lot of football in him and a place 
in this league, but that place is not in 
Calgary. Calgary came into this year as 
the favourite to represent the Western 
Conference in the Grey Cup, and split 
most decisions to win it. 
The Stamps winning a playoff 
game is unlikely-the inexperience 
of Drew Tate will be their downfall. 
Tate has all the potential in the world 
to develop into a great quarterback in 
this league (if he stops turning the ball 
over), and with the defensive pressure 
and intensity of a playoff game he will 
get great experience, but Calgary still 
won' t come out on top. 
The East 
The Winnipeg Blue Bombers. Bomber 
nation finally has a contending team 
to support. After many years of inept 
quarterback play and a weak defence, 
the Blue Bombers finally have a team 
to be proud of. 
Winnipeg plays Calgary in their 
last game of the season and, like 
Edmonton, they will be looking to 
win this game to redeem themselves 
for their previous mediocre seasons. 
Calgary just won't match up well to 
a Winnipeg team with its head full of 
steam. 
~nfortunately though, although 
this team is full of talent, not being 
a playoff team for yearS will come 
back to bite them in the can. The one 
playoff game they get to host, they 
will probably lose. This team won't 
play with discipline , and will be far too 
pumped. Still, the Bombers are a young 
team under Coach Paul LaPolice, and 
could be a contender for years if they 
keep the "swaggerville" defensive line 
together. 
The Montreal Alouettes. Despite 
Montreal probably winning against 
the Lions in week 19, no matter what, 
they'll be hosting a playoff game in the 
semi-finals if Winnipeg beats Calgary. 
As long as Anthony Calvillo is the 
quarterback for Montreal, they' ll be in 
the playoffs, and a potential contender. 
This year though, has been an off 
one for Montreal. Calvillo is probably 
still going to win the MVP, and led the 
league in passing yards, and running 
back Brandon Whitaker stepped in for 
Avon Cobourne, who had been a star 
for Montreal for years. 
The years of the dynasty may be 
potentially over though, even if they 
win the Grey Cup. Montreal has not 
been nearly as dominant as they have 
been _in recent years. Montreal was the 
team that most people picked to win 
the Grey Cup again, even with their 
decline , which shows just how talented 
and deep of a team they are. They will 
most likely go back to the Grey Cup, 
but Montr~al is on the decline. 
. 
The Hamilton Tiger Cats. No team 
can succeed in a two quarterback 
system, and Hamilton is no different. 
No matter how much coach Marcel 
Bellefeuille claims that they are both 
starters, no quarterback can go into a 
game mentally calm when at any point 
they could be taken out of the game 
for the other. Kevin Glenn is the better 
of their two quarterbacks, but in all 
likeliness, Quinton Porter is the guy 
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who will be the guy moving forward . 
Glenn, like BU}ris, still has a lot of 
football left in him and definitely has a 
place in the league, but he probably will 
take the Kerry Joseph route and back 
up a team who is solid at the position. 
Kerry Joseph of course, started for the 
Ottawa Renegades, before being picked 
up by Saskatchewan in the dispersal 
draft when the team folded. Joseph 
led the team to a Grey Cup win before 
being traded to Toronto, then finally 
ended up in Edmonton as a backup. 
Glenn quite possibly could end up 
in Calgary to mentor Tate as he's 
mentored Porter, back up Buck Pierce 
in Winnipeg, oi: start in a place where 
they might be in the market for a new 
quarterback, such as Saskatchewan or 
Toronto. 
The acquisition of running back 
Avon Cobourne has been huge for 
Hamilton, but their defence has been 
below average, and with switching 
quarterbacks every quarter or so, the 
offence lacks consistency. 
Hamilton again will fail in the first 
round, and will need a big off-season 
to improve for next year, if they don't 
want to finish with a 9-9 record for a 
third season in a row. 
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By Jenny Boychuk - The Martlet 
(University of Victoria) 
VICfORIA (CUP) - It's raw. It's 
rough. It's gaining momentum faster 
than Usain Bolt in the 100-metre dash. 
It's Quidditch. 
The world's newest sport, inspired . 
by the Harry Potter franchise, hit the 
University of Victoria last November 
22 
and started off with a mere eight 
members. Almost a year later, the club 
exceeds 90 players - 12 of whom will 
be attending the Quidditch World Cup 
in New York City on Nov. 12 and 13. 
Anna Jessop, founder of Quidditch 
UVic, said the creation of the team was 
somewhat of a fluke. 
"Last November, I was a 
community leader in residence, and 
the [Harry Potter and the] Deathly 
Hallows movie was coming out - so 
we thought we'd have a Harry Potter 
weekend," says Jessop. "We had a 
movie marathon, a potions activity, and 
we thought it would be really cool to 
have a Quidditch match as well." 
At first, Jessop wasn't sure how to 
mimic a sport that's based on magic. 
After some research, she was shocked 
to find it's played seriously in more 
than 300 universities and schools 
around the world. 
"I looked online to find out how 
to play and I found the International 
QuidditchAssociation [IQA]. I found 
out that Quidditch is a worldwide 
sport, really popular in the United 
States: they have the World Cup, they 
have an official rule book - all of 
that,'' says Jessop. "I was like, okay, 
let's see what we can make out of this ." 
This year's World Cup will draw 
over 2,000 athl~tes to New York City 
and will feature teams from Finland, 
Argentina and New Zealand. The 
event is hosted partially by New York 
University, the IQA and Middlebury 
College in Vermont - where the game 
first originated in its non-fictional form . 
The Snitch 
In the Harry Potter books and movies, 
the golden snitch is a small gold ball 
with wings that flies about as it pleases. 
Each team has a "seeker" who tries to 
catch it, and when they do, the game 
ends. 
How does that work in real life? 
"The snitch is a person who dresses 
up in all yellow and has a tennis ball 
in a sock which dangles out the back 
of his pants,'' said UVic team member 
John Robertson. "He gets a head start 
- so at the beginning of the game, the 
snitch just books it in one direction. He 
already has the huge advantage of not 
having the broom - it's really hard to 
run and only be able to use one arm to 
move." 
However, unlike in the movies, 
the snitch does more than simply fly 
around. 
"He can push people over or 
interrupt plays or push over hoops 
- until someone catches him,'' says 
Jessop. "As long as he consults with 
the referee before, then he can do 
whatever he wants." 
Catching the snitch can be a 
challenge. 
"He keeps to inside [a roadway 
boundary], that's the limit. He'll tell us 
if he has ideas of what he wants to do,'' 
says Jessop. "Our first practice this 
year, he had a unicycle. Surprisingly, a 
seeker caught him while he was on the 
unicycle." 
Brooms 
Swiffer Sweepers, mops, walking 
sticks, tiki torches- almost anything 
goes as a broom as long as it abides by 
the length requirements. Seem a little 
dangerous? 
"If we don't have brooms, it's not 
Quidditch,'' said Jessop. "But, people 
do get speared by them." 
"Surprisingly, not very often 
though,'' added Robertson. 
"I anticipate it happening a lot 
more because now we ' re stepping up 
the intensity - now it's almost like a 
requirement that all of us wear mouth-
guards, and so.me of us , especially 
those who are going to the World Cup, 
will be getting goggles ,'' said Jessop. 
"There's a website that sells Harry 
Potter novelty, and they are one of 
the big sponsors of the World Cup. 
[Brooms are] about $35 to $75 . Our 
seeker has an awesome broom,'' said 
Jessop. 
Balls and Positions 
"The beaters throw dodge balls at each 
other and if you get hit with one, it's 
the knockout effect, so you have to 
dismount your broom because you ' fell 
off.' Then you have to run back to the 
hoop and touch it,'' explained Jessop. 
Chasers score through the hoops 
with a quaffte - which, in Jessop 's 
case, is a red spray-painted volleyball. 
"The World Cup will be providing 
top-of-the line Quidditch equipment, 
such as brooms, hoops and harder 
dodge balls. We'll have to get used to 
that. Right now they use a volleyball 
as a quaffle too, but actual quaffles are 
being developed - with the actual 
indentations," said Jessop. 
The keeper defends the three 
hoops on their side while the seeker, 
who must be extremely athletic, chases 
the snitch until he or she is caught. 
The future of quidditch 
Jessop wants to heighten the Quidditch 
presence out West. 
"We just submitted an application 
to become a sports club, so we' re really 
excited about that," she said. "I'd really 
like to host an Intemnational Quidditch 
Association (IQA) Western regional 
tournament because right now, Canada 
is considered a region." 
The club does face challenges, 
though. 
"We want to find sponsorships, 
grants and fundraisers - but when we 
tell them we ' re Quidditch, that's not 
always taken seriously,'' said Jessop. 
Jessop added that no one has been 
rude - they just want to know more 
because it's different from traditional 
sport. 
"It's a sport that if you don't fit 
into any other sport, you can play this 
one," said Jessop. "Which, I think, is 
the key thing. It's an alternative sport 
- plus it's fully co-ed, which if you 
think about it, no other sport is offered 
as only co-ed." 
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